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Section II
Approach
It is necessary to account for electrical power demand when determining the cooling load of a system. This process involves three steps:
First, all power consuming equipment in the system's shelter must be inventoried. This includes collecting the manufacturer's nameplate data and inspecting manuals for each item.
Second, the system's power consumption must be measured while equipment items, groups, and the entire system are powered-up and powered-down. From this data, the power demand of each piece of equipment and a predicted maximum system power demand can be derived. This technique includes power conditioner losses with the supported equipment's power demand.
Finally, the shelter's thermal characteristics and personnel and tactical requirements must be entered into the Shelter Systems Assessment Model (SAM). The computer model can then determine cooling loads and Environmental Control Unit (ECU) suitability under hypothetical ambient conditions. When test conditions allow, the ECU needs should be validated using temperature data taken during the test and by interviewing experienced system operators.
Section III

System Description
The mission of the Mobile Subscriber Equipment (MSE) system is to:
" Provide secure, mobile radiotelephone communications to subscribers.
* Provide command posts with secure communications.
" Transmit operations orders and overlays.
The MSE system is housed in both the S-250 and the longer S-250E Shelters. The subsystem shelters treated in this report are listed in Table 1 , including nomenclature, system codes, and abbreviations for each. The maintenance system (ANJTSM-182) Is sometimes assigned two shelters. One serves as the operations shelter and the other as a spare parts storage shelter. The system tested for this report had only the primary shelter.
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Further information on each subsystem including prime mover, generator, personnel, equipment, and ECU can be found on pages 4 through 9 of the Appendix. Generator, ECU, and personnel information are summarized in Table 2 of this report. The power consumed by each item, including power conditioning losses (see Tables 3 through 11) , is derived from the change in total power as the item is switched off. The power consumption data for each shelter listed on Tables 3 through 11 is grouped into three subcategories.
The first category, "Total Internal Power Demand Measured in Operational Mode," refers to equipment that was tested at its full operational capacity. The second category, "Total Internal Power Dissipation," includes equipment for which test conditions prevented maximum load operation. For example, a transmitter may not be operable unless other system sections are geographically situated in a specific manner. The Internal power dissipation is the electric power which the ECU capacity must compensate for to maintain the desired Internal temperature. The final total, "Total Generator Load for Shelter," Includes the electric load which does not contribute to the cooling requirement.
Power consuming Items and their respective power demand were used as input for several computer runs of the SAM (see Figures 1 through  3 ). An internal temperature of 90°F was selected for Human Engineering MIL-STD-1472 considerations. Internal humidity was limited to 60%. Desert conditions (environment 1, AR 70-38) and equipment power use of 0 through 5 kW were analyzed. Assumptions used in the computer analysis are found in Table 12 . 
300
Total Generator Load for Shelter 4.56 kW *Operated In stand-by mode *Equipment Is powered through a common switch and was turned on and off simultaneously. Therefore, only total power consumption could be calculated). "Equipment I3 powered through a common switch and was turned on and off s*multaneously. Therefore, only total power consumption could be calculated. Table 13 contains power demand and cooling load for each MSE shelter. Figures 1 through 3 provide curves which show the relationship between cooling and non-ECU electric load for three shelter configurations: S-250 shelters with no operators, S-250E shelters with two operators and S-250 shelters with two operators.
In all cases, the generator assignments are appropriate. Generator load configurations are summarized pictorially in Figure 4 .
A comparison of the shelters' air conditioners (column 3, Table 2 ) and the shelters' cooling loads (column 4, Coordination to gain access to the target systems is done at command levels. Local schedules and task interpretation at the owning unit is done by COBRO representatives on site.
DATA COLLECTION INFRASTRUCTURE
The data collection phase of the ACRR program utilizes Belvoir's Tactical Assessment of Power (TAP) Sample Data Collection (SDC) Program. The TAP program was selected to support the ACRR program because all of the field data can be obtained in similar fashion without adding additional people.
TAP is supported in the field using the contracted support infrastructure for SDC. COBRO Corporation provides the support to TAP and to ACRR through its offices at Fort Belvoir, Fort Bragg, Fort Hood, and others, depending upon where the target systems can be located.
DATA OBJECTIVES
The collection is focussed on the equipment listed under Program Overview. The purpose is to develop detailed data on tactical power consumers, tactical shelters, tactical air conditioners mounted on the tactical shelters, shelterized system crew staffing, system environmental capability, system operating profiles, and crew training and experience.
COLLECTION METHODOLOGY
Data are collected on site by a team of people organized to perform a subsystem inventory; conduct a controlled, power-up procedure; measure operating and environmental parameters; and debrief operators about their training on the system, their field experience with the system, and the system's operating modes. SAM is exercised to determine cooling requirements that maintain Human Engineering habitability conditions (MIL-STD-1472) at various climate conditions.
MSE DESCRIPTION
MSE is a full-featured, all-digital telecommunications system for the tactical battlefield. It provides both mobile and static users in corps and division areas with automatic switch, survivable, secure voice, data and facsimile communications. The system provides equipment for five functional areas, and maintenance support. Large Extension Node Switch. AN/TTC-46. AN/TTC-46 consists of a switching group and an operations group, each in its own S-250 shelter. The operations shelter is an S-250E (Extended). Three people make up the crew. The system is powered by a PU-753/M, 10KW, diesel generator set which is towed by a 1 1/4-ton, M1037 truck. The operations shelter is environmentally controlled by a 9,000 BTU unit and a blower. The switching shelter has two blowers and a separate heater.
Node Center switch, AN/TTC-47. AN/TTC-47 consists of a switching group and an operations group, each in its own S-250 shelter. The operations shelter is an s-250E (Extended). Three people make up the crew. The system is powered by a PU-753/M, 10KW, diesel generator set which is towed by a I-1/4-ton, M1037 truck. The operations shelter is environmentally controlled by a 9,000 BTU unit and a blower. The switching shelter has two blowers and a separate heater.
Small Extension Node, AN/TTC-48. AN/TTC-48 consists of two Switchboards, SB-4303(P)/G, in an S-250 shelter. Three people make up the crew. The system is powered by a PU-753/M, 10KW, diesel generator set which is towed by a 1 1/4-ton, M1037 truck. The shelter is environmentally controlled by a 9,000 BTU unit and a blower unit. The information in this completed debriefing is supplemental to and becomes part of the unbundled system data file.
DEBRIEFING
The data for this portion of the Air Conditioner Requirements Review will be obtained by a member of the TAP program Unbundling Team during an informal discussion with an assigned operator of the unbundled system. The following sections should be used to guide the discussion.
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